Sound the alarm for anthemic rock

Declaration, the Alarm on I.R.S. Records.
The Alarm: even the band's name con-notes attention from the first moment it is heard. The Alarm's new album also contains the same discipline, discipline in the qualities necessary to propel the band into the higher echelons of the music in-dustry. In short, the Alarm is likely to be the next band to attain international suc-cess.

Each cut on the Alarm's new album, Declaration, is more than just a song: it is an anthem. Every song on the record is hopeful and inspirational, and very political as well. This band has something to say, and is determined to present one-thing from standing in the way of their full-bodied idealism. The conquering town of bassist Eddie MacDonald and lead vocal-less辉ed idealism. The songwriting team of political as well. This band has something Declaration, is

The Alarm state their claim in the title. "Marching On," a remake of the song "We F slightly captures the band's concert ren-...